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PC 166 SD

Dear customer!

Thanks for your worthful choice and confidence to Feller 

brand.We really hope that you enjoy operating this product.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS

When using electrical appliances, basic safety precautions should always 
be followed including the following, please read all instructions.

1. This product is for household use only. Do not use outdoors.

2. Do not use pressure cooker for other than intended use.

3. Do not place the unit on or near a hot gas or electric burner, or in a 
heated oven.

4. Do not operate the unit near water or lire. Do not expose the unit to 
direct sunlight. Keep out of reach of children.5. Do not operate the unit on 
an unstable surface. Never operate the unit on or near flammable materials 
such as news papers or paper plates.

5. Close supervision is necessary when the pressure cooker is used by or 
near children.

6. This appliance cannot be used by disabled people and children, it 
should be used by the guardian.8. To protect against electrical shock, do 
not immerse cord, plugs, or appliance in water or other liquid.

7. Be sure that handles are assembled and fastened properly before each 
use. Cracked, broken or charred handles should be replaced.

8. Do not operate any appliance with a damaged cord or plug or after 
the appliance malfunctions or has been damaged in any manner. Return 
appliance to the Service Center for examination, repair, or adjustment.

9. Do not make unauthorized replacement of any spare part inside the 
pressure cooker, as this may cause electric shock, fire or injury.

10. The use of accessory attachment not recommended by the appliance 
manufacturer may cause injuries.

11. Do not let cord hang over edge of table or counter, or touch hot 
surfaces.

12. Caution: to reduce the risk of electric shock, cook only in the provided 
removable container (cooking pot).

13. Before use each time, be sure to check the anti-block shield, float valve 
and exhaust valve for obstruction, wipe the surface of the inner pot and 
the heating plate to confirm they are free of any foreign object, make sure 



the exhaust valve is in sealing location.

14. Always check the pressure release devices for clogging before use. Do 
not cover the pressure valves.

15. Be aware that certain food, such as applesauce, cranberries, pearl 
barley, oatmeal or other cereals, split peas, noodles, macaroni, rhubarb, 
or spaghetti can foam, froth, and sputter, and clog the pressure release 
device. (steam vents). These foods should only be cooked in a pressure 
cooker with caution with the inner pot never more than 1/2 full and using 
natural release.

16. Never fill the unit over MAX level (2/3 full). When cooking foods that 
expand during cooking such as rice or dried vegetables, do not fill the unit 
above the halfway point. Over filling may cause a risk of clogging the vent 
pipe and developing excess pressure. Please see “Cooking Preparation”.

17. This appliance cooks under pressure. Improper use may result in 
scalding!!.injury. Make certain unit is properly closed before operating. 
Please see “Cooking Preparation .

18. Never deep fry or pressure fry in the unit with oil. It is dangerous and 
may cause a lire or serious damage.

19. Do not move this product or force to remove the lid when the unit is 
in operation.

20. Extreme caution must be used when moving the unit containing hot 
oil or other hot liquids.

21. Do not touch hot surfaces. Use handles or knobs. Do not place your 
hands or face over the exhaust valve or float valve to avoid scald when the 
unit is in operation.

22. After cooking, use extreme caution when removing the lid. Always 
open the lid away from you to avoid skin contact with any heat or steam. 
Serious bums can result from stream Inside the unit.

23. When opening the lid after cooking, do not touch the inner pot and 
cover inside with hands directly to avoid scald.

24. Do not open the pressure cooker until the unit has cooled and all 
internal pressure has been released. If the handles are difficult to push 
apart, this indicates that the cooker is still pressurized-do not force it 
open. Any pressure in the cooker can be hazardous. Please see Cooking 
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Preparation”.

25. To disconnect, turn any control to “off” then remove plug from wall 
outlet.

26. Always unplug from outlet when not in use, before removing parts 
and cleaning. Allow to cool before putting on or taking off parts, and 
before cleaning.

27. A short power supply cord is provided to reduce the hazards resulting 
from entanglement and tripping. An extension cord may be used if care is 
exercised in its use. If an extension cord is used, the electrical rating of the 
cord must be at least 10 amps and 220 volts. The extension cord must be 
arranged so that it will not drape over edge of table or counter where it 
can be pulled by children or tripped over accidentally. This appliance has a 
fitted plug. Do not attempt to modify the plug in any way.

4



SPECIFICATION OF THE PRODUCT

PRODUCT STRUCTURE
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Tips:

Confirm that the float valve, block proof cover and 
seal ring are correctly installed before use each 
time; 

Before putting the inner pot into the cooker each 
time, please remove the dirt and water from 
theexternal side of the inner pot and internal side 
ofthe external pot;

Please move the product with the handle of 
thecooker body;

Please remove the water from the housing 
coverwith cloth.

NOTES

1. Exhaust valve: Pull out the exhaust valve from the lid. Clean the internal 
side of the exhaust valve and the exhaust valve and float valve of the lid 
with brush and cloth at least once a month.

2. Sealing gate: Please remove oil and dirt from the sealing gate with 
detergent and brush. The remained oil and dirt in it may appear in 
yellowish. After washing, it may recover to the original colour as stainless 
steel. It is suggested to clean the sealing gate once every 2 months.

3. Water box: After cooking, the steam may stay in the water box of the 
external pot as water. Water in the box should be removed for avoiding 
bad odour, please clean it with clean cloth.

STRUCTURAL DIAGRAM OF FLOAT VALVE
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INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USE

OPERATION PART

When use for the first time, please take out all accessories from the cooker 
body, read the User Manual carefully, particularly for the usage and 
cautions for avoiding property loss or physical injury for you

7



DISASSEMBLE AND INSTALL THE BLOCK PROOF COVER AND SEAL RING

Disassemble Install

Disassemble and 
install the block 
proof cover

Pull it out 
upwards

Press it 
down to 
install

1. Check if the seal ring
and block proof cover 
are correctly installed in 
the upper cover before
use each time.
2. After use, please 
clean the seal ring and 
around of block proof 
cover for avoiding 
jamming the cover, 
keep it clean to avoid 
bad odour.

Seal ring 
installation, cover 
plate, hand inside 
cover up in the 
middle of the 
plate handle, can 
cover with sealing 
ring inside will 
be removed for 
cleaning. Installed 
inside the cover 
plate and the 
sealing ring, hand 
flat handle, make 
the cover plate 
put his hand on 
the back of the 
mounting holes 
on the cover of 
the central axis, 
hard to press the 
assembly in place.

Pull it out 
upwards

Press it 
down to 
install

1. Please do not pull the
seal ring. Otherwise, 
the distorted seal ring 
may influence the 
seal ring and pressure 
effect.
2. Do not use the 
damaged seal ring, 
please replace it at 
the authorized repair 
office.
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USE AND MAINTAIN THE STAINLESS STEEL INNER POT

PREPARE FOR COOKING

1. Do not empty.

It may cause yellowish and spotted inner pot or distorted bottom if it is 
empty for a long time.

2. Do not use it to store the acid, alkali and preserved foods for a long 

period.

Although the inner pot has excellent anti-corrosion performance, it may 
cause corrosion of certain degree, the suggested time of keep warm shall 
not exceed 2h.

3. Keep it clean to prolong the service life.

Do not immerse it in water for a long period.

Clean the inner pot with soap, weak detergent or warm water to remove 
dust, oil and dirt.

4. Do not scratch it with steel shovel.

Soften the burnt foods on the bottom with water and then remove it.

1. Opening the lid correctly

• Hold the handle of upper cover, turn it 
anticlockwise for about 30° till the “ ” mark on 
the edge of the upper cover aiming at the” ” 
mark on the edge of the housing cover, and 
then lift the upper cover.

2. Cheek if the parts and accessories of lid are well installed 

• Check if the floater valve and exhaust valve are jarnrned, confirm if the 
sealing ring and block proof cover are well installed.

3. Take out the inner pot, put the foods and water into the inner pot

• The total amount of foods 
and water shall not exceed 
the Max marked on the 
inner pot.

• The max rice and water 9



amount when cooking shall not exceed the Max on the inner pot.

4. Put the inner pot into the cooker

• Wipe to clean the external surface of inner pot, foreign object and water 
are not allowed on the inner surface of electric pressure cooker;

• Turn the inner pot to left and right to ensure good contact with the 
heating plate.

5. Safely close the lid

•  Before closing the lid, check if the sealing ring is well installed.

• Hold the handle of upper cover, aim the “ ” mark on the edge of the upper 
cover aiming at the “ ” mark on the edge of the housing cover, put the 
top cover horizontally on the cooker body, turn the upper cover clockwise 
for about 30° to the lock place, and aim the” ” mark on the edge of the 
housing cover at the 
“ “ mark on the lid.

6. Put the exhaust valve well

• When working, please turn the exhaust valve to the sealing place, which 
means the electric pressure cooker keeps at sealing state;

• For manual exhaust, please turn the exhaust valve handle to the exhaust 
place, the electric pressure cooker keeps at the exhaust state; when 
exhausting, do not keep the hands or face above the exhaust opening;

• Check if the floater valve drops down before working (before heating, the 
floater valve is down).
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FUNCTION SELECTION

GENERAL FUNCTION

1. Prepare for cooking according to the method listed on Page 04

2. Switch on

• If the buttons are inactive when use, please confirm if the lid is closed at 
the right place, the buttons are inactive if the lid is not closed correctly for 
product of this series.

3. Select the required function

• Under the standby state, press the “Menu” button to select function, press 
the “+”r -” button to switch the function;

• Different function requires different cooking time, the more the 

4. Press one function button, 10s later, the electric pressure cooker starts 
to select the program of corresponding function � 10s after selecting the 
function, the electric pressure cooker starts working.

• When the cooker is working, press the “Keep Warm / Cancel” button to 
cancel the current work state and return standby state.

5. After cooking, the cooker may automatically enter Into the keep warm 
state. The time of keep warm shall not exceed 2h!

• After cooking, the indicator of corresponding function lights off, the keep 
warm indicator lights on, the cooker makes sound and enters into the keep 
warm state.

• Under the standby state, press the “Keep Warm / Cancel” button, the keep 
warm indicator lights on, the cooker makes sound and enters into the keep 
warm state.

TIPS

Under any state, press the “Keep Warm / Cancel” button to cancel the 
current work state and return standby state.

When the cooker is working, it is normal that it makes “cluck” sound, please 
set your heart al relax when use.

To cook a small amount of foods, the inner pot may possibly be lifted when 
opening the lid, please shake the lid

to drop the inner pot in the cooker body and then remove the lid.11



SAFELY OPEN THE LID

1. Cut off power supply or remove the power plug

2. Exhaust method

A. Quickly open the lid

• Turn the exhaust valve to the exhaust place for exhausting, till the float 
valve drops down. (for non-fluid foods)

B. Generally open the lid

• Keep the electric pressure cooker cool naturally till the float valve drops 
down.

3. Open the lid

• Turn the upper cover anticlockwise with the left hand, turn it to the cover 
open limit place, lift the upper cover with the right hand to open the lid.

• Do not open the lid before the pressure in the pot has been completely 
released, do not open the lid fiercely if it is difficult to open.

• Do not pull out the exhaust valve when turning the exhaust valve.

• After cooking fluid foods (porridge and soup), do not turn the exhaust 
valve, please cut off power supply to make it cool naturally till the float 
drops before opening the lid.

• After cooking a large amount of foods, please do not immediately exhaust, 
it is suggested to keep warm for a certain moment before opening the lid.
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OPERATION GUIDELINES

Function

Start

1. When power is on, the buzzer make a power-on indication sound. 
Machine is in stand-by mode. The display shows «40»,Abgoosht «Standard» 
and the «Start» light is illuminated.

2. When machine is neither in working nor keep warm status, press «Stare 
to turn off the machine.

3. When machine is turned off, press ·Start» to enter stand-by mode. 
The display shows «40·, Abgoosht «Standard» and the «Start» light is 
illuminated.

Lid open /close

When power is on, the indicator light illuminated when lid is opened; 
display shows «OPEN», When lid is closed, the indicator light goes off and 
display restores the original status.

Keep warm / cancel

1. When power is on, the buzzer make a power-on indication sound. 
Machine is in stand-by mode. The display shows «40», Abgoosht «Standard» 
and the «Start» light are illuminated.

Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» button and enter keep warm status. When the 
«Keep Warm/Cancel» light is illuminated. the display shows «OH».

2. When the set cooking function is done, the machine enters keep warm 
status automatically.

Then the «Keep Warm/Cancel» and «Start» lights are illuminated. The 
display shows «OH».

Crispy rice

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Crispy Rice» function; the 
«Crispy Rice», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 13



display shows «----». Press «START» button and start the function «Crispy 
Rice»». The display shows . When pressure is generated inside, the 
machine starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

2.  Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Crispy Rice» function; 
the «Crispy Rice», «Standard»» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «----». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds 
of textures «Low», «Standard», «High». Then press «START» to start the 
cooking function «Crispy Rice»». The display shows .

When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to count down and the 
light  is illuminated.

3. Preset Cooking: turn the knob and choose «Crispy Rice» function; the 
«Crispy Rice», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «----». Press «TIMER» button, on display is illuminated and the preset 
finish time (default time 2:00) is shown.

lf the preset time is needed to be adjusted, press «Timer» or choose by 
the knob - 10 mins each scale (from 2:00 to 24:00 adjustable). Then press 
«START» to start the cooking

function «Crispy Rice». The display shows  . When machine 
starts to heat inside, the timer starts to count down and the light  is 
illuminated. .

4. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

5. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Cake

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Cake» function; the «Cake», 
«Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display shows «35». 
Press «START» button and start the function «Cake». The display shows 

.When pressure is generated inside, the machine starts to count 
down and the light  is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Cake» function; the «Cake», 
«Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display shows «35». 
Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of textures «Low», 
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«Standard», «High». Then press «START» to start the cooking function 
«Cake». The display shows  When pressure is generated inside, 
the timer starts to count down and the light is illuminated.

3. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

4. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Yoghurt

1.  Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Yoghurt» function; the 
«Yoghurt», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «6:00». Press «START» button and start the function «Yoghurt». The 
display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the machine 
starts to count down and the light is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Yoghurt» function; the 
«Yoghurt», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «6:00». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of 
textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one 
of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High».

Then press «START» to start the cooking function «Cake». The display 
shows  When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to 
count down and the light  is illuminated.

3.  When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

4. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Fry

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Fry» function; the «Fry», 
«Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display shows «30». 
Press «START» button and start the function «Fry». The display shows 

.When pressure is generated inside, the machine starts to count 
down and the light is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Fry» function; the «Fry», 15



«Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display shows «30». 
Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of textures «Low», 
«Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one

of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High». Then press 
«START» to start the cooking function «Fry». The display shows  
When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to count down and the 
light  is illuminated.

3. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

4. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Slow cook

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Slow cook» function; the 
«Slow cook», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «4:00». Press «START» button and start the function «Slow cook». The 
display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the machine 
starts to count down and the light is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Slow cook» function; the 
«Slow cook», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «4:00». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of 
textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one 
of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High».

Then press «START» to start the cooking function «Slow cook». The display 
shows  When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to 
count down and the light  is illuminated.

3. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

4. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Steam cook

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Steam cook» function; 
the «Steam cook», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 16



display shows «30». Press «START» button and start the function «Steam 
cook». The display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the 
machine starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Steam cook» function; 
the «Steam cook», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «30». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds 
of textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one 
of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High».

Then press «START» to start the cooking function «Steam cook». The 
display shows  When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts 
to count down and the light  is illuminated.

3. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

4. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Abgoosht

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Abgoosht» function; the 
«Abgoosht», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «40». Press «START» button and start the function «Abgoosht». The 
display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the machine 
starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Abgoosht» function; the 
«Abgoosht», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «40». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of 
textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one 
of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High».

Then press «START» to start the cooking function «Abgoosht». The display 
shows  When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to 
count down and the light is illuminated.

3. Preset Cooking: turn the knob and choose «Abgoosht» function; the 
«Abgoosht», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «40». Press «TIMER» button, on display  is illuminated and the 
preset finish time (default time 2:00) is shown. lf the preset time is needed 
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to be adjusted, press «Timer» or choose by the knob - 10 mins each scale 
(from 2:00 to 24:00 adjustable). Then press «START» to start the cooking 
function «Abgoosht». The display shows  . When machine starts to 
heat inside, the timer starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

4. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

5. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Bean / Khoresht

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Bean/Khoresht» function; 
the «Bean/Khoresht», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «45».

Press «START» button and start the function «Bean/Khoresht». The display 
shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the machine starts to 
count down and the light is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Bean/Khoresht» function; 
the «Bean/Khoresht», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «45».

Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of textures «Low», 
«Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds 
of textures «Low», «Standard», «High». Then press «START» to start the 
cooking function «Bean/Khoresht».

The display shows  When pressure is generated inside, the timer 
starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

3. Preset Cooking: turn the knob and choose «Bean/Khoresht» function; 
the «Bean/Khoresht», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «45». Press «TIMER» button, on display is illuminated and 
the preset finish time (default time 2:00) is shown.

lf the preset time is needed to be adjusted, press «Timer» or choose by 
the knob - 10 mins each scale (from 2:00 to 24:00 adjustable). Then press 
«START» to start the cooking

function «Bean/Khoresht». The display shows  . When machine 
starts to heat inside, the timer starts to count down and the light is 18



illuminated. .

4. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

5. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Kallepache

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Kallepache» function; the 
«Kallepache», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «1:05». Press «START» button and start the function «Kallepache». 
The display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the 
machine starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Kallepache» function; the 
«Kallepache», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «1:05». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of 
textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one 
of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High».

Then press «START» to start the cooking function «Kallepache». The display 
shows  When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to 
count down and the light is illuminated.

3.  When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

4. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Chicken / Duck

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Chicken/Duck» function; 
the «Chicken/Duck», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; 
the display shows «1:05». Press «START» button and start the function 
«Chicken/Duck». The display shows  .When pressure is generated 
inside, the machine starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Chicken/Duck» function; 
the «Chicken/Duck», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; 
the display shows «1:05». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three 19



kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to 
choose one of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High». Then 
press «START» to start the cooking function «Chicken/Duck». The display 
shows When pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to count down 
and the light is illuminated.

3. Preset Cooking: turn the knob and choose «Chicken/Duck» function; 
the «Chicken/Duck», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «1:05». Press «TIMER» button, on display is illuminated and 
the preset finish time (default time 2:00) is shown.

lf the preset time is needed to be adjusted, press «Timer» or choose by 
the knob - 10 mins each scale (from 2:00 to 24:00 adjustable). Then press 
«START» to start the cooking

function «Chicken/Duck». The display shows  . When machine 
starts to heat inside, the timer starts to count down and the light  is 
illuminated. .

4. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

5. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Meat / Shank

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Meat/Shank» function; 
the «Meat/Shank», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «35». Press «START» button and start the function «Meat/
Shank». The display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, 
the machine starts to count down and the light is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Meat/Shank» function; 
the «Meat/Shank», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «35». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds 
of textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one 
of the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High».

Then press «START» to start the cooking function «Meat/Shank». The 
display shows   When pressure is generated inside, the timer 
starts to count down and the light is illuminated.
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3. Preset Cooking: turn the knob and choose «Meat/Shank» function; 
the «Meat/Shank», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the 
display shows «35». Press «TIMER» button, on display is  illuminated and 
the preset finish time (default time 2:00) is shown.

lf the preset time is needed to be adjusted, press «Timer» or choose by 
the knob - 10 mins each scale (from 2:00 to 24:00 adjustable). Then press 
«START» to start the cooking function «Meat/Shank». The display shows 

. When machine starts to heat inside, the timer starts to count 
down and the light  is illuminated. .

4. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

5. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

Soup

1. Standard cooking: turn the knob and choose «Soup» function; the 
«Soup», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «30». Press «START» button and start the function «Soup». The 
display shows  .When pressure is generated inside, the machine 
starts to count down and the light  is illuminated.

2. Setting of Texture: turn the knob and choose «Soup» function; the 
«Soup», «Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display 
shows «30». Press «Mode» button to choose one of the three kinds of 
textures «Low», «Standard», «›High». Press «Mode» button to choose one of 
the three kinds of textures «Low», «Standard», «High». Then press «START» 
to start the cooking function «Soup». The display shows  When 
pressure is generated inside, the timer starts to count down and the light 

 is illuminated.

3.Preset Cooking: turn the knob and choose «Soup» function; the «Soup», 
«Standard» and the «Start» lights are illuminated; the display shows «30». 
Press «TIMER» button, on  display is illuminated and the preset finish 
time (default time 2:00) is shown. lf the preset time is needed to be 
adjusted, press «Timer» or choose by the knob - 10 mins each scale (from 
2:00 to 24:00 adjustable). Then press «START» to start the cooking function 
«Soup».21



The display shows . When machine starts to heat inside, the timer 
starts to count down and the light  is illuminated. .

4. When the cooking is done, the machine enters keep warm status 
automatically.

5. Exit working status: Press «Keep Warm/Cancel» to exit the current 
program and back to standby mode.

• After cooking, the electric pressure cooker automatically enters into the 
keep warm state; Under keep warm state, keep warm indicator lights on;

• Under standby state, you may also press the «STOP/KEEP WARM» button 
to keep warm;

• Keep warm temperature is °140F°170-F;

• Keep warm shall not exceed 2h.

•  For use the product safely with a longer service life, please carefully 
check and maintain it.

STOP / KEEP WARM FUNCTION

DAILY CHECK AND MAINTENANCE

If followings occur Solutions

• Power cord and plug is expanded, deformed, 
damaged and it colour is changed.
• One part of the power cord and plug is 
hotter.
• Power cord is flexible with discontinuous 
power supply.
• The electric pressure cooker has abnormal 
heating and generates bad odour.
• There›s abnormal noise or vibration when 
supply power.

Stop using, and 
repair it by the 
authorized repair 
center.

• There›s dust or dirt on the plug or socket. Remove the dust 
or dirt. 22



SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

To avoid personal injury and property loss, be sure to observe the following 
safety precautions.

MEANING OF THE MARKS:

THE DANGER CAUSED BY MISTAKEN USE IF FOLLOWING WARNINGS ARE 
NEGLECTED INCLUDES TO TWO GRADES

  It may possibly cause death or serious injury if the waning items are 
disobeyed.

  It may cause physical injury or property damage if the caution items 
are disobeyed.
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Means  
Forbidden 

items

General ForbidDisassemble 
Forbidden

 

Wet hands 
Forbidden

Contact 
Forbidden  

Spray Water Forbidden 

Means  
Mandatory 

items

Must be 
executed

 

Remove the power 
plug

 



ELECTRICAL SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM

TROUBLESHOOTING

When followings occur, it is not the cooker fault, please carefully check 
once before sending it for repair.

SolutionReasonProblem

Position the sealing ring 
well

Lightly push the push rod

Sealing ring not installed
properly
The floater valve clamps the
push rod

Difficult to 
close the lid

Press the float valve 
lightly with a chopstick

Open the lid after the 
pressure is completely 
released

Float valve in the popped-up
position
Pressure exists inside the
cooker

Difficult to 
close the lid

Install sealing ring as 
required
Clean the sealing ring
Replace the sealing ring
Close the lid correctly

Sealing ring installed 
improperly
Food debris attached to the
sealing ring
Sealing ring damaged
The lid is not closed correctly

Steam leaks 
from the lid
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If the fault is not removed after above check, please contact our authorized 
service center for repair.

Clean the float valve 
gasket
Replace the float valve 
gasket

Food debris on the float 
valve gasket
Float valve gasket worn out

Steam leaks 
from float 
valve

Add water and food 
according to the recipe
Send to service center for 
repair

Too little food and water in
inner pot
Steam leaks from the lid or
exhaust valve

Float valve 
unable to 
rise

Turn the exhaust valve to 
the sealing position

Send to service center for 
repair

Exhaust valve not in sealing
position

Pressure control fails

Steam 
comes 
out from 
exhaust 
valve non-
stop

Check the power socketPower socket bad contactPower 
indicator 
doesn›t light 
on

Send to service center for 
repair

Bottom sensor faultAll
indicators
flash
Display screen 
displays E1

Display screen 
displays E2

Display screen 
displays C1

Display screen 
displays E8

Add water according to 
the
requirement

High temperature since there
isn›t water in the inner pot

Put the inner pot correctlyHigh temperature since there
isn›t water in the inner pot

Send to service center for 
repair

Pressure switch fault

Add water accordinglyToo little waterRice half 
cooked or 
too hard

After cooking cycle 
completes,
leave the lid on for 5 more
minutes

Lid opened prematurely

Reduce water accordinglyToo much waterRice too soft
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